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Reading a Compass | ™A bearing is the angle of direction to a target, usually in degrees. To take
a bearing, you point the arrow of 

How to Use a Compass: 15 Steps (with Pictures) - wikiHowYou can learn to identify the basic
components of the compass, take an accurate reading of your bearings How to use and read a
compass | National TrustHow to follow a compass. If you want to walk in an exact direction, you
can 'follow a bearing'. To follow a bearing, all you need to do 

How to Use a Compass: Compass/Map Navigation | REI Co-opUnderstanding and setting
declination adjustment; Using your compass to orient your map 

The Basics Of Map Reading With A Compass | Pure LeisureJan 15, 2018 — Plus, GPS can be
difficult to follow when visibility is poor, whilst an accurate compass bearing will keep you on the
right track despite thick fog or Ordnance Survey Blog Map reading skills: how to use aWhen you
come to take your bearing – you will align the compass needle with this arrow. 6. Index line – on
some 

Beginners guide to using a compass | OS GetOutsideHere's a step-by-step guide to using
compass bearings. our Pathfinder guide titled Navigation Skills for Walkers including map
reading, compass and GPSHow to Read a Compass - Alderleaf Wilderness CollegeA compass
bearing is the number of degrees between an object and the north on your compass. Try this by
standing with your compass in your palm at about waist 

Use and Read a Compass and Map | Dynamic Compass andNote that the compass bearing to
find the footpath down from the top of Ben Nevis (the purple circle) is 280º, plus a 4º
compensation for grid north and magnetic How to Read a Compass - Compass DudeTo read
your compass, Hold your compass steadily in your hand so the baseplate is level and the
direction-of-travel arrow is pointing straight away from you. Hold it about halfway between your
face and waist in a comfortable arm position with your elbow bent and compass held close to
your stomache
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